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t´s a fact – consumers are making
increasingly greater demands on quality
in all areas. The whole field of wood
construction is no exception. A sanded
finish is no longer an outrageous 
extravagance but a sought after reality. 
A ceiling with visible wooden beams

only takes on that first-class finished look after it has
been sanded. Marks and shininess resulting from pla-
ning are now a thing of the past. What the customer
wants is a uniform and smooth wooden finish.

Painted wooden conservatories, roofings or carports
which have been sanded prior to treatment not only
look and feel that much better. The absorption of  
paint or lacquer is made easier without irritating light
patches or dark blotches. 

Loewer has specialized in this area and offers no 
less than six different machines to meet individual 
requirements. For example the HBS 300 VR Compact
is a sturdy, straight-forward machine for wooden
beams of up to 280 x 280 mm and is ideal for smaller
operations. The HBS 400ub, on the other hand, 
is specially designed with large prefab house 
manufacturers in mind and is extremely fast and 
easy-to-use. 

All in all we have the appropriate sanding machine 
to guarantee a high-class sanding finish in a short 
processing time at a low operating cost.

Genuine Wood – Made Finer by Sanding
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HBS compact - The Sturdy Basic Model

he HBS 300 VR Compact is the ideal machine for
smaller carpentry operations. Difficult pieces can also
be transported thanks to the special roller feed system.
It uses two upper, driven feed rollers which are 
rubber-covered and spring-supported and adapt to 
different workpiece thicknesses. 
As a result, twisted or uneven beams 
can be transported more easily than with
a standard conveyor belt system. 
The lower, heavy rollers are bedded
accurately to provide a smooth run.
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HBS 300 Compact –
Sturdy and 
Economical

■ Max. width of workpiece 
280 mm, max. height of 
workpiece 300 mm

■ Powerful sanding unit 
■ Motorized height adjustment 

with automatic scanning of 
workpiece thickness

■ Handwheel for setting 
shaving depth

■ Constant height of 
throughfeed 

■ Shortest workpiece length 
350 mm

Additional Highlights 
HBS 300 VR

■ Special roller feed system for 
crooked beams

■ Shortest workpiece length 
500 mm

he HBS 300 Compact is the economic answer for
smaller operations. It features a sanding width of 
280 mm, a maximum sanding height of 300 mm and
sands a wide range of parts – from cover strips to
glued beams. This sturdy machine comes with a large,
rubber-covered and grooved roller and an oscillating
sanding belt for a finer finish. The strong 7.5 kW drive
motor allows you to remove up to 1.5 mm thickness 
in one pass. The constant height of throughfeed makes
the use of roller conveyors possible.



HBS 400/ HBS 402 - The Versatile Solutions

he HBS 400 is a versatile solid wood sanding
machine and sands from the top. Equipped with the
Combi-unit, it allows either for an accurate calibration
using the rubber roller or, thanks to the air sanding
pad, for a copy-sanding.
This model is also suitable for larger pieces due to the
sanding width of 380 mm and a maximum workpiece
thickness of 400 mm.

he twin-belt sanding machine HBS 402 features 
a sturdy roller unit for pre-sanding, followed 

by a combi-unit for finer sanding. In conjunction with 
the CERMET sanding pad (optional), it is particulary 

suited for premium wood conservatory manufacture.
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HBS 400/(402) – 
Extra Sturdy

■ Extra sturdy design
■ Max. sanding width 380 mm, 

max. workpiece thickness 
400 mm

■ Powerful 7.5 kW sanding 
motors on each unit 

■ Motorized height adjustment 
with automatic scanning of 
workpiece thickness 

■ Electronic digital display
■ Constant height of 

throughfeed
■ Shortest workpiece length 

350 mm
■ “Combi-unit” with special 

HBS-sanding pad for adapting 
to varying thicknesses of up to
4 mm or warped pieces

■ Heavy roller unit for 
pre-sanding (HBS 402)

■ CERMET sanding pad for 
accurate fine-sanding 
(optional)



HBS 400 ub - The Speedy Solution

he HBS 400 ub is the speediest solution on
offer from Loewer and sands the workpiece from
below. The sensor-controlled conveyor belt, 
located on top, lowers pneumatically onto the
workpiece – independent of its thickness.
Therefore, a speedy processing is possible even
with frequently-varying workpiece thicknesses.

The reverse function, standard on this machine,
allows the workpiece to be sanded in both 
directions, in a forward and backward motion.
This can be selected either using the automatic
function or selecting the appropriate touch-button.
One operator can sand a 10 m long beam in 
only four minutes, from three sides. 
We call that efficent!
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HBS 400 ub – 
Quick as a flash

■ Speedy setting of thickness pneumatically
■ Sands in forward and backward direction 

using “Reverse” function (PLC controls)
■ Constant height of throughfeed making it 

possible to use with roller conveyors
■ HBS-sanding pad with tolerance adjustment 

of up to 4 mm
■ Sands beams with cut-outs or gaps
■ Maximum sanding width 400 mm
■ Sanding thickness 15- 400 mm

Optional extras:
■ Roller conveyor
■ Also comes in working width of 640 mm

HBS 400ub with roller conveyor



HBS 4000 - The Top and Bottom Solution

he HBS 4000 sands beams and glued 
construction parts from the top and bottom in one
pass. Large grooved sanding rollers, oversized 
bearings and powerful drive motors make a large 
cutting possible.
The HBS 4000 sands planed beams to an exact 
measurement quickly.
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Large sanding roller 
for greater cutting

HBS 4000 – Sturdy, 
Accurate, Automatic

■ Sanding accuracy of up to 
1/10 mm

■ Sands on top and bottom
■ Maximum working width of 

380mm
■ Workpiece thickness from 

5-390mm
■ Sturdy design
■ Motorized height adjustment
■ Automatic scanning of 

workpiece thickness
■ Constant height of throughfeed

Optional Extras:
■ Brushing and finishing unit
■ Belt cleaning device
■ Roller conveyors 



■ Window Parts ■ Wood Construction Parts■ Laths / Profiles ■ Doors / Cabinets
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Innovative Sanding Technology for the following areas:

■ other specific applications

A lot of sanding tasks can be solved with our standard machines. Sometimes,
however, it is better for our customers to come and try out the machines 
for themselves – in our Sanding Centre. Not only can they bring their own 
samples, they can also try out various abrasives and tools on different 
machines and actually see and feel the results firsthand. What´s more, they 
can also speak directly with our qualified engineers and technicians about 
individual problems or indeed customized solutions. 
We believe that the best results are achieved by listening to and understanding 
a customer´s needs. And this is what we constantly strive to achieve!

The Loewer Sanding Centre – 
when it́ s best to test !

Innovative Sanding Technology 
for Windows

Innovative Sanding Solutions
for Linear Mouldings

Innovative Sanding Technology
for Profiled Furniture Parts

Innovative Sanding
Technology for Timber Beams


